CONTINUING BIPARTISAN BETRAYAL OF THE PEOPLE AS
GOVERNMENTS TRASH DEMOCRACY & PUT THEIR OWN COUNTRY LAST
ENVIRONMENT MINISTER GREG HUNT TURNS DOWN THE HEAT IN PARIS, CONVERTING A
PREDICTED CLIMATIC ARMAGEDDON INTO AN “EXCITING TIME” FOR ALL
BUT WHAT IS ‘CLIMATE CHANGE’, WHY IS IT SO EXCITING, AND WHO DOES IT BENEFIT?
‘Climate change’, as defined by CSIRO, includes natural climatic variability which cannot be controlled by man. The aim of
the UNFCCC conference in Paris however, as confirmed by the Australian government, is to “prevent dangerous
anthropogenic [human-induced] interference with the climate system.” But as the IPCC acknowledge, “dangerous”
climate change cannot be defined, & there is no scientific evidence whatsoever that Australia’s intended emission cuts
will have any effect whatsoever upon ‘dangerous’ climate change. So called ‘human caused climate change’, has clearly
been scientifically discredited (1, 2), and unsurprisingly, Greg Hunt, CSIRO, & IPCC agree that human caused climate
change (whether ‘dangerous’ or otherwise) has not been confirmed in any town or local region in Australia (3, 4, 5). So
why is ‘climate change’ so exciting? Simply because, by pretending it is politically controllable, enormous profits and
wealth redistribution are made possible, & massive political power may be transferred to a central controlling authority
in order to ‘save the world’. What could be more exciting than global profits & global governance?
3 DECADES OF BIPARTISAN BETRAYAL & WORKING AGAINST AUSTRALIAN INTERESTS – NOW THEY WANT MORE!
For more than 3 decades successive Australian governments have been`utilising an
undemocratic United Nations agreement called ‘Agenda 21’, to transfer power to the UN &
promote global governance to enable them to allegedly control our climate, our
environment, and our energy use (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). The only way this could be
achieved was to use various mechanisms (13) to deny the people any democratic choice (7,
10, 13, 14), as advised by the UN (14). Since this whole agenda involves our ‘elected representatives’
deliberately inviting the UN to override democracy & national sovereignty, politicians have preferred to conceal this
agenda, especially during election campaigns (14). When questioned in fact, they typically become very defensive. Greg
Hunt for instance, claimed he had never heard of Agenda 21 in all his time in Parliament. Greg was adviser to the
Mininster for Foreign Affairs from 1994-98 and has been an elected Member since 2001. But has Greg been telling the
truth, has he been standing up for democracy?
THE UNDEMOCRATIC ANTI-AUSTRALIAN AGENDA MOVES ON, BUT OH WHAT TANGLED WEBS THEY WEAVE!
Greg Hunt claimed in 2012, in regard to Agenda 21: “For the final time i had never heard of the issue,
heard it raised by Ministers, MP's or constituents until 19 years after the thing was apparently signed .”
But 13 years earlier, in 2002, Greg was part of the Employment in the environment: Methods,
Measurements and Messages enquiry, Chaired by Bruce Billson, which discussed methods used by the
Commonwealth to coerce Councils into implementing AG21. Yet, 13 years later Greg also claimed “we
have no powers over local Governments”, “Councils can use any number of excuses to justify their
actions,” & “Councils should not misuse a 20 year old agreement.” And though Greg claimed in 2012 that Agenda 21 was
a “20 year old dead agreement” which he had never heard of, that same year, 2012, then Prime Minister Julia Gillard
renewed Australia’s commitment to the UN’s undemocratic Agenda 21 program at Rio+20 (6, 9) & extended &
consolidated Agenda 21 under the new title of the Sustainable Development Goals & the Post-2015 Agenda (15). In
2015 Julie Bishop continued Gillard’s commitment by signing the UN’s Agenda 21/2015-2030 sustainability agreement to
continue transferring power to the UN while preventing Australian citizens from having any democratic choice (8, 10, 11,
15). Agenda 21, having endured for more than 2 decades, and having been implemented on a bipartisan basis by all 3
levels of government right around Australia, is by far the most massive & pervasive environmental program ever
implemented in Australian history. But the Environment Minister wants Australians to believe he has never heard of
the most massive environmental program in Australian history, the program he previously discussed in parliament.
FOREIGN INVESTMENT REVIEW BOARD SAYS IT IS ALL PART OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
As the FIRB pointed out in their 2001 Annual Report, cooperating governments have been transferring power to the UN &
establishing the new (anti-Australian) world order for more than 50 years.
“Governments are co-operating with each other and with other actors to strengthen the international legal and policy
framework in which business is conducted. The post-war period has seen the development of this framework, starting
with the adoption in 1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Recent instruments include the ILO Declaration
on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development and Agenda 21 and
the Copenhagen Declaration for Social Development.”
Forcing Australians to comply with Agenda 21 & other UN requirements is simply part of this ongoing process, but it is a
part the politicians, on both sides of the House, have very carefully avoided explaining to the people.

AND NOW UNITED NATIONS SAYS COUNTRIES ARE TRYING TO HIJACK NEW WORLD ORDER USING ISDS
UN says ISDS “will hijack the dreams of a just international order born out of the second world war”
“The investor-state dispute settlement puts companies’ rights ahead of human rights…… the UN has put on the world
stage not only the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but also legally binding instruments, including 10 core human
rights conventions and countless declarations and resolutions. But now more than ever, one single mechanism – the littleknown investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) – threatens the existing system of justice, the concept of checks and
balances, the very core of the rule of law. Its implications for the respect of human rights around the world are
devastating. If it is allowed to continue to exist, it will hijack the dreams of a just international order born out of the
second world war. It must be abolished because it undermines fundamental principles of the UN.”
It seems that ISDS, by transferring power to mega-corporations & AWAY from the UN, is posing a definite threat to the
existing global power structure & the undemocratic UN led new world order.
GREG ACTS AS OUR REPRESENTATITIVE AS HE CONTINUES TO SURRENDER AUSTRALIA TO UN CONTROL
The accelerating drive by the UN to control the world is all about the UN’s global governance agenda, certainly not
science or democracy (16, 17, 18, 19, 20). As UNFCCC chief Christiana Figueres pointed out, the aim of the UN is to bring
about a “centralized transformation”……“one that is going to make the life of everyone on the planet very different.”
Figueres continues: “global society, is moving to the point where we are going to need more and more global governance
muscle….….Climate change is only the first of the major, major planetary challenges that we are being given, almost as a
playground……..to go into that playground and exercise our global governance capacity”
Enter Environment Minister Greg Hunt who says the impending climatic doom predicted as a result of human caused
climate change is nothing more than an “exciting time” & a “great opportunity.” An “exciting time”, & “global
governance”, we should be so lucky!
In his recent speech, “Paris & Beyond-An Integrated approach to Climate & the Environment”, Greg reminded everyone
of his unwavering commitment to a “global agreement”, as distinct from a democratic Australian agreement, which
somehow he always forgets to mention. Greg sought credit for the determination of the Howard government to force
Australians to comply with environmental laws, but he somehow forgot to mention the fact that the Howard legislation
he was referring to was the EPBC Act, this being the Commonwealth Act which forced Australians to comply with
“international obligations” such as the UN Agenda 21 program (9, 21, 22), as admitted by the “Independent Review of
the Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999”. As Chapter 2 of the review points out, “ the primary
role of the Act – to implement Australia’s international obligation to develop in an ecologically sustainable manner.” This
was reinforced by Recommendations 2 & 3 of the final Hawke report. Howard’s environmental ‘reforms’, praised by Greg
Hunt, forced Australians to comply with that ‘dead’ undemocratic imported Agenda 21 program which Greg had never
heard of. According to Hugh Morgan, the EPBC Act fundamentally changed the nature of environmental law in Australia.
And poor Greg again forgot to mention that this Act was used by the Commonwealth to fine Councils huge amounts of
money for failing to comply (23). But how could that possibly be when Greg quite clearly stated the Commonwealth had
no power over Councils? Greg is a lawyer, he most certainly would know.
The UN wants to integrate climate & the environment through the UNFCCC negotiations and their Post-2015 Agenda (24,
25, 26, 27) already signed by Foreign Minister Julie Bishop (15). Environment Minister Greg Hunt is of course, also quick
to agree with this integration and the ‘need’ to surrender global control to the UN. Greg Hunt, while not wishing to
discuss his support of the UN’s Agenda 21 program with the Australian people, nevertheless seems in somewhat of a
hurry to ratify the second stage of Kyoto, proudly boasting that this will send a “very, very powerful symbol to the
world”, although he again failed to mention the Australians who elected him and provide his salary. The integration of
climate change and the environment referred to by Hunt has its basis in the UN Agenda 21 program he had never heard
of, and is continued in the renamed Agenda 21, signed by Julie Bishop (15). Even worse, just in case democratically
elected parliaments may seek to change the law, legal experts say imported environmental laws should be recognised as
unchangeable (see Christine Trenorden - Judicial Review & the Principles of ESD: Where are we Going? ).

DECEITFUL ENVIRONMENT MINISTERS & DEMOCRACY DESTROYING ANTI-AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENTS
The bipartisan desire of Australian politicians to subvert democracy and usurp national sovereignty over the past 5
decades by importing foreign devised and controlled environmental laws and ‘human rights’, represents the most
shameful and treasonous period of Australian politics. Our elected representatives have continually sought to deceive the
people and completely destroy the spirit of the Australian Constitution and the pride in Australia and Australian values
which it represents. They continue to sell out this wonderful country to foreign interests and foreign dictators. And they
continue to do everything in their power to erode this country from within by destroying social cohesion by importing
hostile cultures who are dedicated to destroying us and our life style. But when confronted with these issues of course,
they run for cover, express ignorance, or even accuse those who elected them of being ‘racists’, or ‘conspiracy nuts’.
It is time to take back this wonderful country, give it back to those who respect democracy, national soverignty, and
the values that once made this country great.

